
HOW IT WORKS

All-Payer Attachments is integrated within Availity 

Essentials Pro and allows you to send attachments with 

claims at any point in the claim lifecycle. You can submit 

many types of documentation, including Certificates of 

Medical Necessity, Discharge Summaries, Explanations of 

Payment (EOPs), and Op Notes (Operative reports). 

Availity All-Payer Attachments determines the 

appropriate method to submit claims with attachments 

based on whether the payer accepts electronic or        

drop-to-paper. Because claims and attachments are 

submitted through Essentials Pro, you can track claim 

status, view payment information, and access reporting 

on claims submitted and user productivity. For integrated 

clients, the attachment process can be automated through 

your PM, HIS, or EMR system.
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All-Payer Attachments for Medical Claims
It's Time to Put an End to Paper Cuts! 

Including paper attachments with medical claims can be a complicated, painful and expensive process. Because not 

all payers accept electronic attachments, your staff must manually print, assemble, and mail documentation for these 

paper claims. It’s also difficult to track revenue cycle trends across your organization because these manual claims 

and attachments are processed outside your system (EMR, PM, HIS).

Availity All-Payer Attachments addresses these challenges by providing a cost-effective, consistent process for 

managing attachments across all payers. This solution supports both professional and institutional medical claims 

submitted electronically or by paper.

Learn More
To learn more about our All-Payer Attachments solution for medical claims, 
contact your account management team or visit Availity.com/EssentialsPro.

BENEFITS

• Connect with all payers including many that

accept direct electronic attachment submissions

• Consolidate and automate workflow processes

• Integrate within your PM, HIS, or EMR systems

• Submit documents at any point in the

claim lifecycle

• Eliminate in-house drop-to-paper costs
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Including paper attachments with medical claims can be a complicated, painful and expensive process. Because not
all payers accept electronic attachments, your staff must manually print, assemble, and mail documentation for these
paper claims. It’s also difficult to track revenue cycle trends across your organization because these manual claims
and attachments are processed outside your system (EMR, PM, HIS).

Availity All-Payer Attachments addresses these challenges by providing a cost-effective, consistent process for
managing attachments across all payers. This solution supports both professional and institutional medical claims
submitted electronically or by paper.
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For 20 years, Availity has connected, delighted, and empowered
the nation’s healthcare ecosystem to advance patient care.Why Availity?

All-Payer Attachments is integrated within Availity
Essentials Pro and allows you to send attachments with
claims at any point in the claim lifecycle. You can submit
many types of documentation, including Certificates of
Medical Necessity, Discharge Summaries, Explanations of
Payment (EOPs), and Op Notes (Operative reports).

• Connect with all payers including many that
 accept direct electronic attachment submissions

• Consolidate and automate workflow processes

• Integrate within your PM, HIS, or EMR systems

• Submit documents at any point in the
 claim lifecycle

• Eliminate in-house drop-to-paper costsAvaility All-Payer Attachments determines the appropriate 

method to submit claims with attachments based on whether 

the payer accepts electronic or drop-to-paper. Because claims 

and attachments are submitted through Essentials Pro, you 

can track claim status, view payment information, and access 

reporting on claims submitted and user productivity. For 

integrated clients, the attachment process can be automated 

through your PM, HIS, or EMR system.
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